It is shown that certain generalized Toeplitz operators are the real parts of subnormal operators that have no normal part, and hence are absolutely continuous. It follows that the Toeplitz operators associated with the real parts of nonconstant bounded holomorphic functions in the polydisc are absolutely continuous.
Introduction.
Let a be normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T, so L2(da) has {xn}ñ=-x as a complete orthonormal basis, where x(e"l') = e,'t'. Let P be the orthogonal projection on the closed linear span H2 of {x"}ñ=o and fix a real function w in Lx(da). Then the operator T on H2 defined by Tf=P(wf),fe H2, is the selfadjoint Toeplitz operator associated with w. Now, a selfadjoint operator is said to be AC (absolutely continuous) if its spectral measure is weakly absolutely continuous (with respect to linear Lebesgue measure). It was proved in [5] that if T is not a multiple of the identity, then Fis AC. The proof in [5] depends on an explicit representation for the resolvent of T, and does not appear to admit a ready generalization. However there is a remarkable "soft analysis" proof by C. R. Putnam [4, pp. 131-133] that T is AC under the added assumption that w is the real part of a nonconstant H00 function. We shall employ Putnam's method and set down a large class of AC generalized Toeplitz operators by generalizing Theorem 6.6.1 of [4] , which is due to R. G. Douglas.
Suppose iX, B, p) is a measure space and M is a (closed) subspace of L2(dp). Let P be the projection of L2(dp) on ,W. Assume that every function fin M that vanishes on a set of positive measure vanishes a.e. Then an operator T on :W of the form Tf=P(w ■ f),fe M, where w is a fixed real function in Loe(dp), is a generalized Toeplitz operator. For a different generalization of a Toeplitz operator see [2] . 3. The F. and M. Riesz property. Let A be a subnormal operator in ¿M(Jf), so there exists a Hubert space Jf containing SE as a subspace and a normal operator TV in 38(3E) such that Jf is an invariant subspace of N and A-N\^E. Let £ be the projection of JT on ¿E. Necessarily A is hyponormal. In order to apply Theorem 1 we set down a sufficient condition for A to have no normal part. Definition 1. Suppose TV is a normal operator in S8(3E) with spectral representation.
N=\zE(dz), where E, the spectral measure of N, is defined on all planar Borel sets. (N, at) has the £. and M. Riesz property if whenever E(A)fe JE for all Borel sets A, then/=0. We shall apply Theorem 2 to a concrete situation. (X, B, p) is a measure space and JE is a subspace of L2(dp). Theorem 3. Let n e Lx(dp) and assume n is not a.e. constant. Let N be the operator of multiplication by n on L2(dp). Assume that ¿E is an invariant subspace of N with the property that whenever an fin Jt? vanishes on a set of positive p-measure, then f=0p-a.e.
Then A=N\jf has no normal part and A+A* is an AC generalized Toeplitz operator.
Proof.
N is not a multiple of the identity, so there exists a Borel set A such /^£(A)7¿0.
Since A7 is a multiplication operator, so is £(A), and a.e. Theorem 3 now follows from Theorem 2.
Examples.
We note that a generalized Toeplitz operator is of the form Tf=Piw -f),fe ,Jf, w eLx(dp), whereas Theorem 3 only speaks to the situation when w=zj + zz, where zzJf £ <¥?, n e L^idp). In Example 1 below every generalized Toeplitz operator that is not a multiple of the identity is AC, but this is not the case in Examples 2 and 3.
Example 1. Let a, Jt=H2, T be as in the first part of the introduction and see [5] .
Example 2 (M. B. Abrahamse [1] ). Fix p e (0, 1) and let Tp = {z:z complex, |z| = p}, F = {z:z complex, |z| = l}. Let p be the measure on ruTp such that p\F and p\Yp are normalized Lebesgue measures on V and Tp respectively. M'=H2 is defined to be the closed linear span of {z"}ñL-oc ¡n L\dp) and H"° is defined to be the weak star closure of {*"}SL_« in L^idp).
By Theorem 3, generalized Toeplitz operators T of the form Tf= P(w '/)> fe H2, where iv=Rezz, n e HM, n not a.e. constant, are AC. However, as shown by Abrahamse, in case u(z)=l if z e F and vv(z)=0 if z g Vp, the associated generalized Toeplitz operator has pure point spectra. This counterexample was noted by Muhly [3] in his generalization of Putnam's method. Example 3. Consider the zz-torus r(n» = {e**1, e^\ ■ ■ ■ , ei4,-):e*\ ■ ■ ■ , e^-e T} with Lebesgue measure dp = (2rr)~n d<px ■ ■ ■ d<f>n. Let Jf = H2 be the closed linear span of sé={e"^ ■ ■ ■ e"'*'^-^,*0 in L^d^ and ^ the weak star closure of sé in L"J(dp). Now [6, p. 325] , an/in H2 that vanishes on a set of positive measure vanishes a.e. so generalized Toeplitz operators associated with the real parts of nonconstant HJ' functions are AC. However not every generalized Toeplitz operator is AC. For example, let n=2 and w(ei<f>, elip) = cos(<f> -rp). Then F1=0, so F has point spectrum.
We conclude with a theorem of Virginia Rovnyak, which we include with her permission. Clearly SSEçSE, so NSE^SE. If fe SE, n^l, (N*f x~")l^ = (/^-nA)i2=(/£rnA)//2=(/,5*"/t)//2=0, so N*SE^H2. If feSE, j, k>l, {N*f, S*W)H*={N*f, r}h*h*=<f, rJ'A*+1 >£==</, S*'h^)m = 0, so N*SEçSE. We have shown that SE reduces N, as required.
